Reimbursement Hotline:
Call our dedicated Reimbursement Information Line at 1-800-474-9511, Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-6:00 p.m. EST.

Consignment Programs Available.
Talk to your local account manager or call customer service.

Application Certification Programs and Online Application Videos are Available.

Order Code Description

---

TCC23000 10 Casting Systems 3" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC23001 10 Casting Systems 3" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC23002 Casting System 3" Single Application
TCC23005 5 Casting System 3" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC23051 5 Casting System 3" with No Boot
TCC24000 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC24001 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC24002 Casting System 4" Single Application
TCC24005 5 Casting System 4" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC24014 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Large Boot
TCC24016 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Large Charcot Boot
TCC24024 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Extra Large Boot
TCC24026 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Extra Large Boot
TCC24051 5 Casting System 4" with No Boot
TCC24214 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Large Boots
TCC24224 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Extra Large Boots
TCC24250 5 - 3" and 5 - 4" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC28551 5 - 3" and 5 - 4" with No Boot

---

TCC EZ-Boots

TCC21100 Regular Boot
TCC21114 Large Boot
TCC21124 Extra Large Boot
Charcot Boots

TCC21116 Large Charcot Boot
TCC21126 Extra Large Charcot Boot

---

Med-E-Kast® Casting Systems

TCC23005 5 Casting System 3" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC23002 Casting System 3" Single Application
TCC24000 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC24001 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC24002 Casting System 4" Single Application
TCC24005 5 Casting System 4" with 1 Regular Boot
TCC24014 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Large Boot
TCC24016 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Large Charcot Boot
TCC24024 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Extra Large Boot
TCC24026 10 Casting Systems 4" with 1 Extra Large Boot
TCC24051 5 Casting System 4" with No Boot
TCC24214 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Large Boots
TCC24224 10 Casting Systems 4" with 2 Extra Large Boots
TCC24250 5 - 3" and 5 - 4" with 2 Regular Boots
TCC28551 5 - 3" and 5 - 4" with No Boot

---

TCC Additional Items

TCC2FTOS 3" Rolls of Fiberglass (10 rolls)
TCC2FTOS4 4" Rolls of Fiberglass (10 rolls)
TCC2FO045 4" x 5 yds Rolls of Plaster (10 rolls)
TCC2SAW Saw Replacement Stainless Steel Blades (4 Blades)
TCC2SAWFLT Saw Replacement Disposable Fiberglass Cartridge
TCC2FC045 4" x 5 yds Rolls of Plaster (12 rolls)
TCC2FCT04 4" Rolls of Fiberglass (10 rolls)
TCC2FCT03 3" Rolls of Fiberglass (10 rolls)
TCC2FC0045 4" x 5 yds Rolls of Plaster (12 rolls)
TCC2FC0045 4" x 5 yds Rolls of Plaster (12 rolls)
TCC2MDKKS Casting System – Single Application
TCC2MDKKS Case of 10 Casting Systems
TCC2ULTRS Ultra Casting System – Single Application
TCC2ULTR Ultra Case of 10 Casting Systems

---

Helping More People Heal Faster

TCC has been shown to heal 90% of DFUs in 6 weeks.1-7

---

References:
TCC INDICATIONS

**Diabetic Foot Ulcers**
Located on the plantar, mid-foot or heel

**Post-Operative Care**
Including but not limited to Charcot reconstruction, delayed primary closure, post TAL Charcot neuroarthropathy

Acute or sub-acute
(Recommended in ADA Guidelines)*

TCC is indicated for non infected wounds with adequate blood supply

* 2011 ADA and APMA Charcot Consensus statement: “Off-loading at the acute active stage of the Charcot foot is the most important management strategy, and only after the progression of deformity becomes the foot should be immobilized in a removable total contact cast (TCC).”
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**TCC**

**MedE-Kast**
TOTAL CONTACT CAST

**MedE-Kast Ultra**
TOTAL CONTACT CAST

Derma Sciences is the only company to give you the flexibility of the quick and easy TCC-EZ® casting system and a traditional Total Contact Cast as well.

The traditional MedE-Kast® and MedE-Kast® Ultra Total Contact Cast Systems provide a healthcare provider with the necessary components to apply a total contact cast in one simple kit. The MedE-Kast® Ultra Total Contact Cast System contains two pre-made spints to help make the application process easier and faster
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